Streamline Code Migration with CVoyage™

Code Migration Challenges

Code Migration is a highly critical activity in any Project. Most of the time, this is carried out manually. The pitfalls in such cases typically include code version mismatch, use of high risk DML statements and commands, etc. Also, a significant amount of time is consumed if programs are moved to the destination manually. In addition, there is a need to re-migrate the code after every server refresh leading to further delays.

Due to these reasons, businesses are hampered by incorrect code versions, delaying execution of key business processes.

Birlasoft Solution

Birlasoft’s Oracle CoE team has developed a state-of-the-art code migration tool – called CVoyage™. This tool takes care of all your code migration needs for EBS applications. Some of the prominent features are as below:

- Automation of release management
- Source and target type agnostic
- Supports archival, backup and restore
- Caters to post migration log generation and display
- Facility to email the log to the Developer
- Extensive validation
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